In this paper, the sequel to 'A Family of Methods for Preliminary Highway Alignment," we apply results from the latter, in addition to some network design models which include locating road junctions ("Generalized Steiner Points") to the design of complete highway networks connecting n given points on any given terrain. The objective is to satisfy given bilateral transportation demands at minimal total cost-including construction and users' costs.
INTRODUCTION
he general problem we discuss in this paper is as follows. For n given nodes (points, city centers, etc.), upon a not necessarily planar terrain, construct a highway network capable of satisfying all the bilateral transportation demands in such a manner that the construction costs (including earth moving, paving, right-of-way, ecological or social penalty costs, etc.), together with the projected capitalized users' costs (such as fuel, time value, accidents, mechanical wear and tear, etc.) and the capitalized projected maintenance costs, will be minimized. Extra nodes, i.e., road junctions, are to be located as beneficially as possible to that end. (We refer to these as generalized Steiner points or G-Steiner points.)
Our formulation allows for constraints on the location of highways, since these can be taken care of by proper penalties. Other technical constraints can also be accommodated. A budget constraint on the actual construction and right-of-way costs can be dealt with by varying the rate of return used for capitalization of future costs. (This rate serves as a Lagrange multiplier.)
The effect of the network design on the flow demand can be conceptually accommodated by iterative application until an economic equilibrium is achieved (i.e., a local minimum).
The problem (and the model we suggest) can be adapted to the (more important) case of improving an existing network. It should be noted that when G-Steiner points are allowed, the existing networks connection case is no longer a special case of the "regular" network design (see [29] ), although without them it is so-e.g., see [8] .
An important version we do not try to solve, but must mention, is that of dynamic planning when a budget is spread over a few years, or (even worse) if future bu^ets are anticipated but not known in a deterministic sense. However, since we have to settle for a satisficing solution anjrway, i.e., using heuristics, this issue should be somewhere in the background when we evaluate our alternatives.
Much has been written about the network design problem, usually without considering G-Steiner points. A very extensive and illuminating survey of this problem (and problems to which it can be reduced directly), has been recently published by MAGNANTI AND WoNG,'^^' including a long references list. Magnanti and Wong describe in detail the integer programming formulation of the problem^and several Bender's cuts which can be used to accelerate its solution. For small problems-up to 30 nodes and 100 arcs-they recommend solving the problem analj^i-cally. (Note that 30 nodes imply 30-29/2 = 435 possible bilateral arcs in our case. Choosing a hundred arcs would mean, in effect, using a heuristic without admitting it!) For medium sized problems-up to 50 nodes, 150 arcs-they suggest similar methods, however, when the lower bound obtained by the Bender's cut is approached closely enough, the solution may he considered to be satisficing. For large problems-50 to 100 nodes and 400 arcs, say-they recommend faster heuristics. Delete and/or add algorithms are mentioned in this context (and are recommended in this paper as well). It is pointed out that such algorithms may require excessive time, too! (This is true if we do not adhere to pure deleting or pure adding strategies; pure strategies are polynomial by nature and for an important enough problem, such as ours, can be pursued until a local optimum is achieved.) Following Magnanti and Wong's paper it almost seems pointless to refer to earlier results which they cite, but we mention briefly a subset of these. wrote a comprehensive book on the subject, where many earlier contributions are also mentioned, and includes a tentative application of a heuristic he developed to the integrated Dutch highway network. Transportation Research devoted a special issue to the problem, edited by BOYCE.' *' CLAUS AND KLEITMAN'®' discuss various heuristics to a similar problem where the fiows are taken into account when the cost is calculated ( [8] and [27] consider fiow dependent costs, too). A budget-constrained version (i.e., where we choose the best fixed cost arcs we can from a given set s.t. a budget), has been proven to be NP-complete by JOHNSON et al.,'"' and some branch and bound analytic and heuristic procedures have been applied to it by DiONNE and FLORIAN.''" ' As for the Steiner issue, it was usually dealt with in relation to minimal tree networks [23, 17, 7, 30] , i.e., without fiow-cost effects. A notable exception is a 1967 paper by GILBERT,'^^' recently followed by TRIETSCH AND HANDLER.'^^' Even without fiow-cost considerations the problem is NP-hard (i.e., at least as hard as NP-complete'"')-The versions of the Steiner problem mentioned are with Euclidean distances. Other versions exist, i.e., Steiner trees (without fiowcost effects as above) embedded in graphs, introduced by HAKIMI''*' and included in the NP-complete equivalence set at an early stage-i.e., in KARP'S'^^' seminal paper. Yet another version, with rectilinear distances, has been introduced by HANAN"®' (before [15] ), and may be considered as a special case of the graph version. This version, perhaps not surprisingly, is also NP-complete."^' Magnanti and Wong'^^' show that the fiow dependent cost case (which they call the fixed charge case) is NP-complete, and we reiterate a similar result in this paper as well.
With or without Steiner points, our problem is difficult enough as is. However, any model we might have is of doubtful practical value if it does not address the issue of approximating the costs associated with the highways with some accuracy. For this purpose, we may use the honeycomb grid combined with "exact" vertical alignment, as described in the previous paper'^' (a-4 with b-4). However, we need some slight adaptation for our purpose here, namely, for each arc in the grid we compute two parameters which serve as the intercept and the slope of a cost approximation function for a highway (there and in that direction) as affected by the fiow projected on it (which, unfortunately, we cannot know in advance). Then we suggest heuristics to "extract" a "G-Steiner network" from the grid, complete with a fiow assignment. This solution can then be refined iteratively by more exact highway design techniques. We also develop a lower bound on the cost of a highway which "justifies" the linear approximation, and can serve in turn for a lower bound on the value of the whole network. However, we use the linear approximation mainly for tractability.
THE NETWORK DESIGN PROBLEM WITH EXTRA NODES
LET N be a set of n nodes given on a surface, and nin -l)/2 bilateral fiow demands g^ > 0 between the nodes also be given. Finally, for any pair of points X, Y (not necessarily in N) on the surface, and for any g > 0, let a cost function fiX, Y, q) be given such that fix, y, 0) = 0; vx, y, (l)
The Problem Choose a superset P ^ N, construct a network GiP, A) (where A is the arc set, and each arc a E A connects two nodes of P), and assign all the fiow demands g,, to the arcs A in such a manner that the sum fiX", (3) will be minimized, where X^", X^ E P are the endpoints of a E A, and g^ is the sum of all the fiows g,; (or parts thereof) assigned to arc a.
Note that if we set P = N, we get the regular network design problem with fiow dependent costs, as described in [22] , for instance. where diX, Y) is the Euclidean distance between X and y, and X is a given positive constant, we obtain the (Euclidean) Steiner tree problem. If we choose a function giq) such that
and finally set fix, y, g) = giq)diX, Y),
then we obtain a generalization of the Steiner problem first suggested by Gilbert,''^' to which we refer as the Gilbert network problem, or alternatively as the generalized Euclidean Steiner network problem (GESN).
(Clearly, the solution should not be confined to trees here, and it is easy to construct examples with cycles; e.g., for many closely situated nodes on the circumference of a circle we would prefer the closed cycle to the regular Steiner minimal tree.)
All the versions we mentioned are extremely complex. To complete the picture about their NP-completeness (the Steiner case is NP-hard, formally), we present the following (intuitively obvious) theorem (see also [22] Proof. Let (?, >, G |0, 1|, Vi < n; g,y = 0, otherwise; and set / as in (4) with K = I. To solve this special case of our problem we do not require cycles, and we can connect as many nodes of AT by a tree as we wish, as long as we also connect all points such as i for which q,n = 1. This is an instance of the Steiner tree in a graph problem, which is (a "veteran") in the NPcompleteness (the Steiner case is NP-hard, formally), we present the following (intuitively obvious) theorem (see also [22] ). THEOREM 
For P = N, the network design problem presented above is NP-complete.
Proof. Let g,>, G |0, 1); Vi < n, g^ = 0; otherwise, and set / as in (4) with K = 1. To solve this special case of our problem we do not require cycles, and we can connect as many nodes of iV by a tree as we wish, as long as we also connect all points such as i for which q,n = 1. This is an instance of the Steiner tree in a graph problem, which is (a "veteran") in the NPcomplete equivalence set as proved by Karp.''^' D (The proof cited above is due to Nimrod Meggido (private communication, 1981). Another proof is given below, following Theorem 2, but it is attractive to use a proof which provides a direct link to Karp's original set, and specifically to the Steiner tree.)
APPROXIMATING THE TRUE HIGHWAY COSTS
USING THE method of the former paper [33] , with a hexagonal search grid and exact vertical alignment for each arc (highway) as in [32] , we can claim that we have a good approximation to f{X, Y, q); VX, Y, q and proceed to use one of the known network design techniques. Steiner points can be inserted at the next stage if we are willing to settle for a satisficing solution.
However, even without Steiner points, due to the fact that we do not know q in advance, that might imply a lot of work. Furthermore, it is highly likely that the honeycomb grids which we would define for each pair, would overlap to a very large extent, and it would cause much duplicated effort. This motivates us to cover the whole area by one big honeycomb grid, for all the network needs combined. Since the hexagons we use may range in diameter from, say, 250 to 2000 meters, according to our specifications, the variability of the terrain, etc., we can expect that our network will "miss" most of the n points (which we would like to be in centers of hexagons, ideally) by 125 to 1000 meters in the worst case (about 70% of that in the median case). This is acceptable indeed.
Suppose we want to cover an area of a few thousand square kilometers by a highway network-a reasonable size for a problem of this type. This calls for thousands of nodes, and about six times that many arcs. For a given flow, on a, say, 8 MIPS (million instructions per second) computer, we may expect to compute each of them during a few seconds (recall that a month has about 2.6 million seconds, if the computer operates around the clock). Alas, we do not have the flows in advance, since their allocation is part of our problem. What we can do, however, is to sample some flows for each arc (those could be the same flows across the board) and regress a flow cost function for it. When performing an additional calculation, however, we can expect some relative savings if we start with a "good guess" based on former calculations. With a sample of 2-5 values, we can use a linear regression model to approximate the cost faiq) associated with arc a by a linear function with a positive intercept la and slope ma, i.e., faiq) = la + maQ; Va G A.
As an aside we mention here that devoting several days or even a few weeks computer time'to a single project such as ours is very defensible. The monetary expenditure and the time required are both very modest considering the magnitude of the project, and the expected design budget and duration. (Note also that our task can be performed very effectively on parallel processors.)
As an example, following the Camp David accords, Israel planned a renewed highway network in the Negev, at an estimated cost of around $1 billioncertainly any investment of less than, say, $1 million to support the design process would be acceptable; and it could be done for a lot less than that if the software were available. (This example also serves to show that 2-3% savings may be impressive-hence G-Steiner points are attractive.)
In [34] , it has been shown that for a given width choice and vertical alignment the combined fuel and time expenditures on a highway yield a positive nondecreasing convex function. (A well-known result for time alone, but false for the fuel alone. The result is based on the assumption that the driver's speed choice implies a lower bound on his time evaluation.) Since for this case the other costs, such as construction, are virtually fixed, it follows that/(9) is also such a convex function. However, since we are in the design stage, there is no reason to assume the same vertical alignment or width choice. It has also been shown there that the vertical alignment problem is convex (i.e., it calls for minimizing a convex functional). It stands to reason that for larger flows we would be willing to pay more in earth moving and have a highway with milder slopes; however, if and when we decide to add a lane we may revert to a steeper design, since the traffic flow per lane is reduced, and the users suffer less from congestion. A similar logic applies to the horizontal alignment issue. In both cases, if we had flat terrain, we would be able to determine the alignment independently of the fiow. To sum up, the more difficult the terrain, the more we can expect the traffic fiow to influence the optimal design. We should stress here that we are talking about optimal design, and not design according to some occasionally obsolete "manual" filled with various standards that must be adhered to blindly. (See [2] and [34] for further independent discussions of this issue.) To continue, we have actually demonstrated that for fiat terrain we can expect /to be less linear than for a hilly one, since we cannot compensate for high fiows by mild slopes or curvature, etc. For this "easy-bad" case we show that a lower bound exists in the format of (10). The bound is based on the assumption that the construction costs for this fiat case is also in that format (as a function of the width choice) and that by adding a lane, we increase the capacity proportionally. The result is depicted in Figure 1 here. The readers are referred to Appendix A for details. 
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DESIGNING A NETWORK EMBEDDED IN A GRAPH
HAVING USED a honeycomb grid with around 6 arcs per node on average (i.e., '%, as explained in [33] ), and where each arc has a fiow cost function, (10), associated with it, we now wish to extract a network from it, connecting our n original nodes (which are just a small fraction of the grid's nodes), and using any additional nodes as required, not just along highways, but also as planned intersections. This G-Steiner network embedded in a graph is an obvious generalization of the Steiner tree in a graph problem. In this paper we confine ourselves to heuristic polynomial procedures for the solution. However, we can certainly solve it through an integer programming model, so we have exponential analytic solution procedures such as those mentioned in [22] , with some modifications. This is even easier if we revert to a budget constraint version instead of minimizing the total costs, which we do not choose to do (as we are trying to solve a real problem satisficingly, rather them discuss a less realistic model which does not lend itself to an efficient solution anyway).
Some Lower Bounds
If we formulate the problem as an integer programming model, we may obtain lower bounds such as those discussed in [22] . However, we prefer to discuss here some simpler versions (also mentioned there in the context of transforming the network design problem to well-known simpler problems). Clearly if we set la = 0; Va G A, all we have to do is assign all the flows to their respective shortest paths, taking the length of a path as 2) ma. This can be solved rather efficiently by well-known methods (e.g., see [9] ). To this we add the minimal Steiner tree in a graph for our n nodes, this time with m,, = 0; Va G A, taking 2 la as our objective function. Thus we obtain a lower bound on the "pure fiow" costs and another lower bound on the "fixed" costs. The sum of those is a lower bound for our problem.
If we use such values of la and ma which constitute a lower bound on the real faig), we now have a theoretically valid lower bound, except for any errors due to our piecewise linear representation.
However, there is a slight problem: for this bound we require the use of the NP-complete Steiner tree in a graph problem. So, if we want a practical lower bound, we have to look further.
If we substitute the regular minimal tree (see [26] ) for the Steiner tree, then our bound will be very easy to calculate, but not solid theoretically. If we take half this value, we obtain a theoretically valid bound due to a theorem in [14] . This, however, might be too low an estimate. Practically we could settle, perhaps, on a heuristic result for the Steiner tree. We describe such a heuristic in some detail here, since we are going to suggest the use of a similar one for the network later. The heuristic is a greedy one (similar to a heuristic suggested by CHANG'^' for Euclidean Steiner trees), and starts with the regular minimal tree as defined for the complete shortest paths graph for our n nodes (where the distances we use are still the /" parameters, similar to the former application for ma which we used to obtain the flow cost's lower bound). This tree is the one we suggested halving before, but now, if we do not propose to do that, we may find that some arcs belong to more than one path, and were counted more than once-which should be corrected as a first step. Note now that if some arcs were indeed joint ones, our regular minimal tree would already be a (not necessarily minimal) Steiner tree! Now look at the angles formed between adjacent links in the tree (especially the more acute angles, and those formed at intersections); some immediate gain may sometimes be achieved by inserting a Steiner point of rank three (i.e., choosing a node of the honeycomb within the angle), and connecting it to the three endpoints associated with the two paths involved (two paths have 2-1-2 endpoints, but one, the apex of the angle, is mutual). In the case of an intersection not at a node (it can occur in the 12-directional grid, or the 8-directional one for that matter, but it would not happen for the 6-directional grid, or the 4-directional one, respectively), we have to go a little further and insert two Steiner points simultaneously, but we omit this technicality in this paper. The greedy heuristic is to look for the best such gain, insert the Steiner point associated with it, and reiterate until no further immediate gain is available-thus obtaining a local minimum.
Solution Heuristics
The procedure we suggest for the G-Steiner network is to find a regular network (with unintentional G-Steiner points perhaps), and then insert G-Steiner points as described above for the tree. We begin with the first part.
One of the heuristics we suggest for the first part is similar to an algorithm suggested by BARBIER"' (or see [22] ), and we refer to it as the deletion procedure. The idea is to start with the "maximal" graph, i.e., the network which makes it possible to minimize the flow costs Xo fn^a, which we obtain as described above. If we compute the ^ la (fixed) costs associated with the arcs required in our maximal graph, we have an upper bound, since this maximal graph is a feasible solution.
We also obtain a lower bound (the one with the heuristic solution of the Steiner tree is suggested). Now, define an index ;, initialized at;' = 0; let Ud enote the upper bound (we now have (/"); let L denote the lower bound and proceed to step (a). It remains to discuss proper methods to choose a leaving path. We discuss two methods suggested hy Barbier, show counterexamples to both (which is not surprising; we are discussing heuristics here), and proceed to suggest two more heuristics. Both are better but require more computing power, especially one of them which could not have been seriously suggested for the computers Barbier could access in 1966. We still take care to have polynomial convergence, though.
Method A
Choose the path p (connecting two nodg^ of iV) for which mfipllp is minimized (where mp = ^ma, and ip^Yj^a over the arcs in the path), provided there is an immediate gain.
Counterexample A
In Figure 2 four possible topologies are depicted, where fiow demands and distance data are given in parentheses in part (a) of the figure in the format (g^, d{i, j)); e.g., qu = 7, d(l, 4) = 1.8. Let /be as in (9), with giq) = 1.55 -f-g; g > 0 (0; otherwise); e.g., if we assign a fiow of 6 to arc (1, 4) , it would cost (1.55 -I-6) 
Method B
To overcome that problem, Barbier suggested the following method (which would indeed work properly for the case above): delete the arc with the maximal flow first, if there is an immediate gain.
Counterexample B
As before, but ^(g) = 1 -I-g, yielding 26, 25.2, 25.6 {md 26.2 for (a) through (d), respectively. Now (b) is optimal, but Method B would lead us to (c)!
The following method is not much more expensive than either of the above, and it is really the least we can do.
Method C
On each step choose according to Method A or B, whichever yields a larger immediate gain.
And if the problem justifies some more expense, and ours certainly does, then Method D should perhaps be chosen.
Method D
Check all arcs, one by one, and choose the one with the best immediate gain.
In our simple example. Methods C and D would outperform A or B equally well. In more complex situations D should tend to do better than C. Since we chose to delete arcs successively, without considering interim additions, the polynomial convergence of any of them is assured. Note that n is the number of concern to us here, and not the number of nodes in the honeycomb grid-although that number affects the length of the minimal path searches.
Sometimes, it should be noted, it is clear that a certain arc must be part of the solution. For instance, if the flow demand g^, is high, and if the shortest path without (i,;) is long in terms of Y, ma, i.e., if mp is the minimal m distance between i andy when a = H, j) is excluded, and if ij < /a + (11) then a should be part of any optimal solution (see [3] as well). This would tend to introduce large fiow "central" arcs to the "fixed" set. On the other hand.
points on the periphery, with small total flow demand may be connected through a nearest "inside" neighbor, again fixing some arcs, and changing the demand of the neighbor (in effect we can then forget these nodes). The fact that some arcs are fixed may enable us to fix other arcs in a second wave, etc. We would do that if the fixed arc is on the shortest path of the m costs for a neighboring node(s), and the additional / costs required are low relative to the higher cost implied by not using the fixed arc for that fiow (using the same rationale of (11)). Incidentally, such considerations can also serve with branch and bound techniques, where the inclusion of certain arcs may imply others, thus pruning the search tree a bit.
The second heuristic we consider is based on additions (versus deletions before). Now we start with a "good" spanning tree, and add arcs to it as required. According to Dionne and Florian,'^"' a similar algorithm did not perform very well. However, they use the budget constraint version, and start with the regular minimal spanning tree-not necessarily the best heuristic choice for the initial solution. They also allow deletions interleaved with additions (which should improve the result, but jeopardize the polynomiality). In some more detail, starting with j = 0, a spanning tree of some kind (discussed further, below), with an upper bound U° implied by it, and L as before, proceed to (a). If there is no candidate, stop. Else perform the addition, calculate U^ and go to (c).
Else go to (a).
If it seems that the addition heuristic is more attractive than the deletion one, it may be due to the fact that it imitates the natural "no-design" network design process, where new highways are added, hopefully as per (b), whenever a budget can be found. However, with some refiection we conclude that the deletion heuristic can be easily adapted to serve as well, and gives a better picture of the "fiature," by going backwards from the optimal solution and continuing to delete arcs according to a minimed-loss criterion.
Another important issue we should discuss further is how to choose the initial tree. This problem is not trivial at all for the fiow dependent costs case! For example, we may think (not correctly perhaps), that the minimal spanning tree is a good start (as in [10] ). But, although it is true that if the minimal total distance spanning tree (i.e., the regular one) is sought, then the regular algorithm suggested by Prim'^®' can serve well to locate it; the real problem of finding the minimal spanning tree with flow dependent costs is tougher, as per the next theorem. THEOREM 
Even if we restrict the solution of the network design problem to be a tree, we still have an NP-complete problem.
Proof. Set g.y = 1, VJ, ; G iV, and /<, = 0 (or any other constant), Va, and we have an instance of the minimal total paths tree problem, which is NPcomplete [18] . D Note that if we set la = M, where M is large enough, then the tree restriction is satisfied automatically! Hence, this proof suffices for Theorem 1 as well.
In addition to the minimal spanning tree, other possibilities should be explored, and even if we want to confine ourselves to "polynomial" ones, our choice is rather large. The regular shortest path tree for one of the "central" points may be attractive in some situations; we may like to enter large direct flow arcs first; criteria such as ma/la^ could be used (where /8 is some positive parameter), and the minimal spanning tree for these values may serve, arcs implied to be fixed by (11) may be the basis of the tree, etc.
Since we have not yet introduced the Steiner points except, perhaps, some which made their way in "uninvited," so to speak, we should also consider the SALMOF method by Steenbrink,'"' the DANTZIG et al."^' decomposition method, the method suggested by Dionne and Florian,''"' after adaptation to the flow dependent cost case (though it is exponential), and so on, as elaborated by Magnanti and Wong.
Inserting Steiner Points
Briefly stated, the method described above, for the Steiner tree in a graph (in connection with the lower bound), can serve for the network case equally easily. This can be done interactively very efficiently and though there is no reason not to do it automatically, the required programming effort may not be justified. It would be so if we compared many networks after the Steiner insertion, but so far our procedure is to first design a regular network and then insert the Steiner points. Incidentally, in the Euclidean Steiner tree case an analog procedure [5, 20] , saves about 2.5% on average. In the flow weighted case there is some evidence that the savings may be slightly less over the optimal costs (see [35] ), but some examples show that it will not be significantly less even if we do start with the optimal network. However, starting with the optimal network is easier said than done, and if we start with a suboptimal one, we can sometimes save more; and in the network case we may have to start with a suboptimal network by necessity, as opposed to the tree case. In addition, there are some reasons to prefer the Y junctions implied by the Steiner insertion (Fig. 3) . Appendix B deals with that issue.
Final Touches
At this stage we have a piecewise linear network, with the deterministic given flow demands assigned to it. This is the time to apply such methods as described in [32] to obtain a network with smooth curvature-contraint-abiding highways. (But see [33] for a discussion of the curvature issue in the piecewise linear version as well. The solution suggested there extends directly to our case, without apy problem whatsoever.) When we obtain these smooth highways, we may find that the Steiner points have to be shifted around for a while until a local optimum is obtained. However, the solution is not very sensitive to the exact location of these, since in the vicinity of the optimum Weaving area Fig. 3. Splitting a regular crossroads to a pair of Y's. the function concerned is rather flat usually. At this (more) exact design stage, we may wish to use Wardrop's second criterion, rather than the first (i.e., user optimized path choice as opposed to system optimal one, which may be unrealistic). The issue does not arise with linear (or concave) cost functions for the preliminary design stage, but it does arise after we settle on a width choice and the users confront personal costs which are not identical to society's costs. We can also consider the supply-demand effect on qn ow. With some effort the method can also be adapted to augmenting existing networks [28] , though in the presence of Steiner points this is no longer a case of regular network design. The problem is somewhat complicated since connections can be made along highways, and not just to nodes of N. In the honeycomb network representation distances along existing highways should now refiect the costs of changes rather than of new highways, and for some fiow values it may mean no intercept value. Also, these existing highways will usually not be deletable (though due to Braess' paradox this may be indicated sometimes). 
where k is the number of lanes in each direction, 6 is a fixed cost (right of way, design, etc.), and c is the marginal cost. (Except for the case of slow truck lanes in upgrades, we may nowadays assume that there is an equal number of lanes in each direction; and for the fiat case we are discussing there are no such slow lanes.) Further, assume low lane changing activity, but enough to obtain equal load on the lanes. (This assumption is more and more valid when the traffic increases, and that is when we really care anyway.) Now, clearly for any positive q we have to invest 6 -I-c at least, for a single lane (in each direction). As for the users' costs, the cost for each user is a positive nondecreasing convex function of the traffic fiow in the lane. The function is fairly constant for low traffic, and then starts climbing faster. (See [34] for a detailed description. Note that we are not talking about time alone here, where these claims would be very basic indeed. A similar result holds for these costs as a function ofthe slope, but not necessarily for a function of these two variables together.) Denote that function as TCiq), and since we have q such users, the users' cost associated with it, given that we just have one lane per direction, QC{q), is as follows QC(g) = C q. TC{q)
where C is a capitalization factor. Now, q is convex and monotone, as is TCiq). It follows that QC(q') is likewise (to verify, take the second derivative). Let TCfc(g) denote the users' cost for k lanes carrying a total traffic of g, and similarly for QC/,(g). Then, under our second assumption, for k lanes we get
Clearly (A2) is a special case and should be written with indices of 1. Adding our fixed costs we obtain a function fk(q) as follows
Now, the average cost per user, except for her or his share of 6 (which can only decrease with q) is
and we try to minimize it by taking the derivative by q. For fe = 1, we get 
This value exists and is unique, due to the convexity of TC. The geometrical interpretation is that the tangent to fiiqo) passes through the intercept fe. But, extend this tangent further, and it turns out to be the tangent of /2(2go), /3(3go), etc., i.e., it supports the whole set of functions | /A(<7))*=I.2,. .. and it does that at k • go As promised, this is a lower bound on our total costs function fiq) = minA|/A(g)U=i,2,.... By splitting a regular crossroads into two Y junctions the number of full conflicts is reduced from 16 to a total of 6. Even considering the weaving which results, the picture with regard to half-confiicts is still rosy as well. Furthermore, half-confiicts are not halfdangerous when compared to fuU-confiicts, since the relative velocity involved is very low! (A popular stunt in movies is the side-ram, where two high speeding cars collide noisily with non-fatal dents usually being the only damage sustained. What the nonengineering minded audience is not aware of is, that although the cars are speeding, their relative velocity is low.)
However, if we do split crossroads to Y-ptdrs, we must maintain a distance of 300-2000 meters between them depending on the traffic fiow, to allow for comfortable weaving [17, Chap. 7] . Another point we should mention is that when we use fully separated intersections the advantage is that no full-conflicts exist, but half-confiicts persist. For a certain traffic fiow and up, these expensive separated intersections are justified, and then the advantages of splitting disappear, but it may still yield a better and shorter network. 
